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Abstract
The study provides further empirical insight to the behavior of stocks in four selected sectors
of the Nigerian economy using the Runs and GARCH techniques to analyze monthly stock
data for the period January 2006 to December, 2011. The results of the Runs Test do not
support random movements of stocks in all the sectors, indicating homoscedasticity. The
GARCH estimated model also shows volatility clustering in all the sectors except the
Agricultural sector, which implies weak form inefficiency of the Nigerian capital market.
Keywords: Randomness, stochastic movements, runs, GARCH, homoscedasticity,
heteroscedasticity, Nigeria
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1. Introduction
Stock prices are generally presumed to move at random, a characteristic that makes stocks not
only unpredictable but the market efficient, whether it is traded in developed or emerging
capital market. It is, in other words, a normal expectation for prices of stocks to change
almost every minute to defy predictability. Despite this expected trend some studies have
indicated that stock prices are homogenous, showing evidence of consistency over a definite
time horizon. Thus, the hypothesis of stochastic or random stock movements has generated
curious interest in determining the efficiency of capital markets, including Nigeria.
When stocks display stochastic tendency in a market, such market is weak-form efficient. It
means investors cannot outperform the market through speculative activities (Pele &
Voineagu, 2008; Adelegan, 2009; Okpara, 2010). This is in contrast with the findings of Khan
& Ikam, 2010; Nwosa & Oseni, 2011 that said stock prices are homogenous and not
stochastic.
The Nigerian Capital Market, though being in existence since 1960, has been undergoing
gradual reforms. Still not considered deep enough as an emerging market, its market
capitalization is reportedly lower than the country’s GDP, when compared to South Africa
where the market capitalization of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange is reportedly 239% of
the GDP. As part of measures to build investors’ confidence, the reforms introduced the
central securities clearing system (CSCS), which is an automated clearing, settlement and
delivery system. This was in addition to directly linking the operations of the NSE to Reuters
International System to meet the objective of quick dissemination of information. Unimpeded
and quick access to information is an essential characteristic of an efficient market.
The cumulative effect of these reforms was an enhanced market capitalization that grew to
N11.478 trillion at the beginning of the year 2015. Unfortunately, the market has been in a
prolonged bearish trend, shedding investors’ worth by N1.98 trillion since the beginning of
the year to the present capitalization at N9.495 trillion as at November 2015. The bearish
trend the market is currently experiencing is a direct fall out of the depressing economic
fortunes of the country given the dipping effect of global oil prices, as a monolithic economy.
Consequently, the direction of fiscal policies has created substantial concerns for investors,
particularly offshore investors, who had hitherto seen promising prospects in the Nigerian
Capital Market, to divest their investments. It therefore calls for careful planning on the part
of investors to reap good returns from their investments.
Part of the planning requirements demands knowing the stock an investor desires to invest on;
the value of the stock in question and its financial position; its characteristics and potentials
and how well these meet the investor’s investment objectives. Therefore, the approach of this
study to evaluate the Nigerian Stock Exchange on sectoral basis is to assist investors identify
clear choice of opportunities to invest based on known performances of each sector to meet
their investment objectives. Understanding the stochastic behavior of the selected stocks of
the sectors under study to determine their empirically validity in sync with the efficient
market hypothesis is essential for investors’ decision to invest.
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The rest of the paper is presented as follows: literature review, methodology and data, results,
conclusion and recommendations.
2. Literature Review
The study of Grossman & Stiglitz (1980) on the impossibility of informationally efficient
markets, by calculating the expected utility of the informed and the expected utility of the
uninformed investor, by applying Constant Absolute Risk-Aversion Model (CARM) to
estimate budget constraints of an investor, to determine individual’s utility maximization,
equilibrium price distribution, existence of equilibrium and characterization theorem, show
capital markets to be informationally efficient. The study assumed that both investors are
identical ex-ante, the only difference is whether the informed and uninformed have spent
money to obtain information. The study extended the noisy rational expectations model
introduced by Robert Lucas, which Jerry Green applied to the study of information flows.
Jenning & Stark (1985) conducted an investigation into the speed of stock price adjustment to
new information using PW stochastic process tests, on how stratified sample data of last
forecast after the announcement of earnings estimates of the Standard and Poor’s Corporation
and 40 other professional security analysts, affect stock prices. The study revealed that
announcements with anticipated high information content were associated with price
adjustment processes, while those with low information content showed less evidence of
anticipatory price movement, indicating price influences with high content announcement.
However, studies in some emerging markets like the Romanian capital market, the Indian
capital market, Dhaka Stock Market of Bangladesh show mixed results. Pele & Voineagu
(2008), in their investigation to determine the efficiency of the Romanian capital market,
adopted a model for decomposing time series of prices natural logarithms into the sum of a
random walk and a stationary component for long-horizons returns. The study evaluated the
top 10 stocks that account for 60% of market capitalization using parameters of the
autoregressive process where the market is presumed efficient if p=1 and inefficient if p=/1,
and concluded that the market was efficient in the weak form. Whereas Khan & Ikram (2010)
investigated the impact of foreign institutional investors with respect to the influence of
publicly available information on asset returns and concluded that the Indian capital market is
semi-strong form efficient. The study revealed that the activities of the Foreign institutional
investment (FII) verily create instant reaction in the market, thus no investor can outperform
the market. Using data consisting of monthly averages of two major stocks from 1st April
2000 to 31st March, 2010, the study adopted correlation and regression techniques and found
that there is a significant impact on Indian capital market by the activities of foreign
institutional investors. Mobarek & Keasey (2000) in determining whether the Dhaka Stock
Market of Bangladesh is weak-form efficient as an emerging market, adopted parametric tests
of auto-regression and auto-regressive-integrated-moving-average (ARIMA) to estimate daily
market returns covering a period of 1st January, 1988 to 31st December, 1997 and also
non-parametric tests of Koglomorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test and runs test and concluded
that it is not weak-form efficient.
We thus find that the results from the study of the two forms of markets, developed and
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emerging markets, do not present uniform results. This presents a veritable need for the
continuous investigation of the Nigeria Stock Exchange, which earlier studies also showed
mix conclusions as well.
For instance, Ayadi (1984), Okpara (2010), Samuel & Yacout (1981) as reported in Adelegan
(2009) and Olowe (1999) as reported by Okpara (2008) examined whether stock prices in
Nigeria follow a predictable path and discovered that share price movements in Nigeria
follow a random walk. We note that these earlier studies adopted the less rigorous
non-parametric tests. Both Ojo & Azeez (2012) and Ajao & Osayuwu (2012), using
parametric tests of autoregressive heteroscedasticity (ARCH) introduced by Engel (1982) and
the Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) introduced by
Bollerslev (1986) examined the form of efficiency of the Nigerian capital market. The studies
corroborated the earlier findings that the Nigerian capital market is efficient in the weak form.
The studies used data of the All Share Index (ASI) from the Nigerian stock exchange
covering the period 1986 to 2010 (Ojo & Azeez, 2012) and 2001 to 2010 (Ajao & Osayuwa,
2012). The findings of Ojo & Azeez (2012) which specifically tested whether the Nigerian
capital market is semi-strong efficient supported the findings of Adelegan (2009) whose
earlier study also found that the Nigerian capital market is not semi-strong efficient. The
study used share price cutting across the pre and post liberalization regimes, concentrating on
the 3-day, 21-day and 61-day event windows in the short-run for the period 1990 to 1999 in
evaluating the speed of adjustment to announcements of dividend payments and omissions
for 742 announcement dates.
But Emenike (2008) investigated the Nigerian capital market to determine whether it is
efficient across time, to know if efficiency could change over time. Using the monthly All
Share Index (ASI) of the NSE, the study considered three distinct periods beginning from
January 1985 to December 1992; January 1993 to December 1999 and January 2000 to
December 2007. Using non-parametric normality test and runs test, the study showed that the
Nigerian capital market is not efficient in the weak form across time. Also Nwosa & Oseni
(2011) examined the efficiency of the Nigerian stock market for the period 1986 to 2010,
using the econometric tools of serial autocorrelation and regression analysis, and revealed
that the Nigerian capital market is informationally inefficient. The studies show that stock
prices do not exhibit random walk. According to their work, the lag value of stock price is
significant, implying that previous stock prices can successfully predict current stock prices.
Given the above scenario of conflicting previous research findings with respect to the form of
efficiency of the Nigerian capital market, our recourse to determine the sectoral efficiency of
the market is whether each of the sectors will correlate the overall market position. And the
results will provide guide for investors’ decisions.
3. Methodology
In this study, we used the non-parametric technique of Runs test in determining whether stock
prices in the Nigerian capital market move at random based on its frequently varied use in
previous researches, particularly in emerging markets (Vulic & Emenike, 2008; Barnes, 1986;
Claessens et al., 1995; Dickinson & Muragu, 1994; Simon & Larvea, 2004; Rahman &
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Hossain, 2006 as reported in Emenike, 2008). A run is defined as a succession of one or more
identical symbols, which are followed and preceded by a different symbol or no symbol at all
(Wang, 2003). As Gujarati & Sangeetha (2007) posited, while too many runs indicate
negative correlation too few runs may suggest positive autocorrelation. In undertaking the
runs test Gujarati (2007) expressed the Mean, Variance and expected approximated
probability as shown below:
Mean: E(R) = 2N1N2+ 1
N

(1)

Variance: 2R = 2N1N2(2N1N2-)
(N)2(N-1)

prob [E(R) - 196R R E(R) +1.96R] = 0.95

(2)
(3)

The Z statistics gives the probability of the difference between the actual and expected runs.
Z =R-M

2R

(4)

Where:
N: total number of observation = N1 + N2
N1= number of + symbols (i.e + residuals)
N2 = number of – symbols (i.e – residuals)
R = number of runs
A further application of the parametric test, GARCH, which allows for time variant
conditional variance and nonlinearities in generating mechanism (Okpara, 2010) is used to
corroborate the findings of the Runs test. Adapting Brook’s (2008) presentation, the GARCH
model, which can be used to interpret the current fitted variance and information about
volatility during the previous period, is expressed as:

2t = 0+ 12t-1+2t-1

(5)

Where:
2t = Conditional Variance
0 = Constant
12t-1 = Information about volatility during the previous period
2t-1 = Fitted variance during the previous period
3.1 Data
Data for this study, the daily stock prices, sourced from the website of Central Securities and
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Clearing system (http:/www.cscsnigerialtd.com), was downloaded in Microsoft excel format
and converted into monthly balances. We further sourced the monthly balances of the
Nigerian Stock Exchange All Shares index (ASI) from the fat book of the Nigerian Stock
Exchange.
4. Data Analysis
Table 1 reports the test of the random movement of returns in the agricultural sector using the
Runs test. The results show that observed z-statistics value of 1.187 is less that the critical
value of 1.645. Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the series of returns do
not move randomly, thus indicating the prevalence of memory. Table 2 shows that there is no
significant relationship between return and volatility given that the z-critical of 1.645 is
greater than the observed z-statistics at value -1.012195. The observed negative z-statistics
value is further indicative of an inverse relationship between volatility and returns. There is
also no volatility clustering and no presence of ARCH or GARCH since the combined value
of the coefficients is only 0.258.The Granger test shows a unidirectional relationship.
The runs test shows investors can conveniently use previous returns to predict future returns.
This certainly confers advantage on market participants and analysts who indulge in the use
of past data to predict future outcomes to outperform the market since the series of returns do
not have stochastic movement. The study further shows that the risk-return relationship is not
only insignificant but also inverse in the agricultural sector. Investment in agriculture though
preferred but usually not attractive because of perceived high volatility. Therefore
performance of the agricultural sector may not have been strictly defined by market forces
but due to government intervention. Given the employment potentials of the sector,
government’s intermittent interventions in forms of grants and subsidies constitute the
occasional stimulus to drive the sector. The volatility and returns relationship in the mean
variance equation of the GARCH Model further elucidates that the agricultural sector of the
Nigerian capital market is not efficient in the weak form.

Table 1. Application of runs test for the random movement of agricultural sector stocks
RS
Test Valuea

0.2

Cases<Test Value

36

Cases>=Test Value

36

Total Cases

72

Number of Runs

42

Z

1.187

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.235
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Table 2. Application of GARCH in testing for agricultural sector stocks random movements
Variable

Coefficient

std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

-7.339240

7.250817

-1.012195

0.3114

RESID(-1) 2

0.104487

0.172648

0.605205

0.5450

GARCH(-1)

0.158392

0.816374

0.194018

0.8462

VOLRS


At an observed z- value of -1.816, which is less than the critical value of 1.645 at 5% degree of
freedom, table 3 shows that the series of returns do not move randomly. This means there is
presence of runs or the market has memory. Therefore the impact of previous returns on current
returns cannot be ruled out. From the mean equation in table 4, there is a positive relationship
between return and volatility given the Z-statistics of 42.29. Given that the combined coefficients
in the ARCH and GARCH in the variance equation are approximation 1, there was volatility
clustering of the returns. The presence of ARCH and GARCH further showed that there was no
randomness in the movement of the returns. The calculated F-statistics values in table 5 are both
less than the critical value of 2.37. We do not therefore reject the null hypothesis that neither
volatility nor returns Granger cause the other in the automobile sector. This finding is however
not in tandem with theory.

Tables 3. Application of runs test for the random movement of automobile sector stocks
RS
a

Test Value

.00

Cases<Test Value

32

Cases>=Test Value

40

Total Cases

72

Number of Runs

29

Z

1.816

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.069

Table 4. Application of GARCH in testing for automob
Variable

Coefficient

std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

4.321934

0.102205

42.28694

0.0000

RESID(-1) 2

-0.043669

0.003937

-11.09199

0.0000

GARCH(-1)

1.026246

0.006165

166.4500

0.0000

VOLRS
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Table 5. The cause and effect of volatility and returns in the automobile sector
Null Hypothesis:

Obs

F- Statistics

Probs

VOLRS does not Granger Cause RS

70

0.95175

0.3914

0.82379

0.4433

RS does not Granger Cause VOLRS

From the results in table 6, we observed z- statistics value of -2.374 is less than the critical
value of 1.6449.We cannot therefore reject the null hypothesis that the series of returns do not
move randomly. In fact, the results showed there was presence of runs and the market has
memory. The mean equation in table 7 reveals that there is positive and significant
relationship between volatility and returns. In the variance equation, we observed volatility
clustering and the presence of ARCH and GARCH since the sum of the coefficients
approximates 1.32. The calculated F-statistics in the test of volatility compared to the critical
value of 2.37 suggests that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. This, however, is not
applicable to the test of returns, which calculated F-statistics is greater than the critical, thus
indicating that we can reject the null hypothesis. The unidirectional relationship between
volatility and returns in the banking sector indicates that investors can use returns to predict
volatility. In other words, where the returns of an asset of this sector is noticed to be high,
such asset is presumably high in risk and when the return is low, it presupposes low risk.

Table 6. Application of runs test for the random movement of banking sector stocks
RS
a

Test Value

-.02

Cases<Test Value

36

Cases>=Test Value

36

Total Cases

72

Number of Runs

27

Z

-2.374

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.018

Table 7. Application of GARCH in testing for banking sector stocks random movements
Variable

Coefficient

std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

0.303111

1.136815

0.266632

0.800

RESID(-1) 2

0.787034

0.390358

2.016186

0.044

GARCH(-1)

0.542846

0.127496

4.257755

0.000

VOLRS


The results from the runs test in table 8 shows that the calculated z-statistic value of -1.899 is
less than the critical value of 1.645, we cannot therefore reject the null hypothesis that the
series of returns do not move randomly. It means investors in this sector can conveniently
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predict future returns with previous returns. This indicates weak form inefficiency. The mean
equation in table 9 indicates that there is positive relationship between volatility and returns,
which is significant. The volatility coefficient of 0.640 shows that volatility could influence
returns up to 64%. The variance equation also shows that there is the presence ARCH and
GARCH, given that the sum of coefficients is greater than 1, implying volatility clustering or
pooling of the returns. While we do not reject the null hypothesis that volatility does not
Granger cause returns in the beverages sector since the observed F-statistics value is less that
the critical, we do reject the null hypothesis that returns does not Granger cause volatility.
There is therefore a unidirectional relationship between volatility and returns in the beverages
sector. This finding corroborates the results of the banking sector where we discovered that
returns can be used to predict the riskiness of assets.

Table 8. Application of runs test for the random movement of beverages sector stocks
RS
a

Test Value

.00

Cases<Test Value

36

Cases>=Test Value

36

Total Cases

72

Number of Runs

29

Z

-1.899

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.058

Table 9. Application of GARCH in testing for beverages sector random movements
Variable

Coefficient

std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

0.640794

1.815452

0.352967

0.7241

RESID(-1) 2

0.515304

0.258933

1.990110

0.0466

GARCH(-1)

0.565833

0.123910

4.566487

0.0000

VOLRS


5. Discussion of Findings
The GARCH model, as an estimation technique for time variant conditional variance and
nonlinearities in generating mechanism, provides good fit for stock returns volatility and
hence the results obtained could be reliable. However, the observed volatility clustering and
the presence of ARCH and GARCH in the automobile, banking and beverages sectors
indicate interdependency of the series of returns. Because even where the variance equation
of the GARCH indicate volatility clustering, the returns could be deterministic in nature,
lending credence to possible linear dependency of previous returns and current returns. These
situations may not have been peculiar to the Nigerian capital market, as an emerging market
that is fraught with the challenges of effective information asymmetry and ethical practices
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until recently.
The study notes that outside the agricultural sector there is positive and significant
relationship between risk and return which is in sync with theoretical construct. The off-curve
finding in the agricultural sector, as noted previously can be explained from the perspective
of its high-risk nature that usually repels investors in the normal course of business. In other
words, what attracts investors to the agricultural sector is the promise of high returns
characterized by direct government intervention in most cases. For instance since the
inception of the present administration in 2010, so much attention has been given to the
agricultural sector because of government’s determination to make the agricultural sector the
hub of the economy as part of the diversification strategy because of the vagaries associated
with crude oil exports that have remained the main source of economic sustenance over the
years.
Nonetheless, the results of the other sectors show a unidirectional relationship between
volatility and returns, other than being in sync with theory, has remained the fulcrum of
finance theory. This is more so that the reward to risk is the expected returns, which either
offers commensurate benefits or earns a premium. It would serve as a disincentive if
investors are not promised higher returns for investing in assets with risky characteristics. It
thus infers that when investors invest on assets that are risky they are assured of higher
returns since risk (volatility) move in the same direction.
6. Conclusion and Recommendations
The pattern of stock price movements in the four sub-sectors of the Nigerian capital market
namely, agricultural, automobile, banking and beverages sectors, were investigated using the
Runs and GARCH techniques for the period January 2006 to December 2011. The Runs test
results reveal that stocks of the selected sectors do not move at random, indicating lack of
stochastic behavior. In other words, these sectors in the Nigerian capital market demonstrate
weak form inefficiency. Looking at the results of the GARCH mean model at lag one so as to
further amplify our finding, we discovered that with the exception of the Agricultural Sector,
stock returns demonstrate volatility clustering, and this indicates autocorrelation and
weak-form inefficiency (Emenike, 2008). Thus, the results of the Runs test and GARCH
technique seemingly suggest that stock prices in these sectors of the market do not show
stochastic behavior and hence cannot be said to be efficient in the weak form.
The findings portend a situation where investors, with clear analytical capacity can predict
future returns from previous returns and can make substantial gains by investing in those
sectors of the Nigerian capital market. A critical study of the risk profile of the sectors,
particularly the sectors with positive and unidirectional risk-return relationship presents
opportunities for investors to leverage since there is the likelihood of earning higher returns
in these sectors. But this would require regular monitoring as the dynamics of the economy
and the market could change a given asset characteristics overtime.
We therefore recommend that there should be proper strengthening of policy framework as
well as improved communication infrastructure to facilitate information dissemination. This
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will contribute to repositioning the entire operational framework of the market in pursuit of
its fundamental mandate of deepening the economic growth of the country.
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